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Instruments that make HVAC-R safer, cleaner and more energy efficient.
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Over 100 Years of Innovation

The Measurable Difference
Through over 100 years of innovation, Bacharach is proud to provide our
customers with products that offer discernible, differentiated value. Bacharach
serves the HVAC and refrigeration industries by designing, manufacturing
and supporting fixed and portable gas detection and monitoring instrumentation.

Expert knowledge to offer our
customers effective solutions.
11Bacharach products enable customers2to2increase their

productivity and enhance efficiency while protecting lives
and the environment.
Headquartered in the USA, Bacharach is a global leader,
employing professionals worldwide with manufacturing
facilities located in New Kensington, PA and Dublin, Ireland.

Bacharach’s approach is to
optimize heating efficiency and
refrigerant monitoring and leak
detection. Leading the industry
and ahead of the codes.

With comprehensive representation around the globe, and
dedicated offices in New Kensington, Dublin and Toronto,
Canada, Bacharach leverages its experience, history and
expert knowledge to offer customers effective solutions.
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Find more information at: www.mybacharach.com
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Our Focus Markets

From flue gas and emissions analysis for combustion efficiency,
to refrigerant leak detection and monitoring, Bacharach develops
innovative products through intimate knowledge of customer needs.

Bacharach remains
the company
professionals
turn to for quality
products and
market expertise.

Bacharach’s instruments are engineered with advanced sensing technology making them simple
to use and implement into a variety of applications, including:
- heating
- air conditioning
- chiller plants
- food and beverage processing
- supermarkets and food retail
- conditioned occupied spaces
- refrigerated storage

- white goods manufacturing
- commercial and industrial plants
- boilers and generators
- industrial appliances
- power generation engines
- commercial refrigeration
- data rooms

A few words about

Our Products
Combustion and Emission Analysis
Bacharach stays connected to the changing needs of its customers by
providing timely and relevant new products. In combustion gas analysis,
Bacharach uses innovative Tune-Rite technology that allows technicians
to save money by making intuitive troubleshooting suggestions for more
thorough, efficient service calls. User friendly, free apps that generate
“as-found” and “as-left” reports to enhance customer satisfaction and
support reporting and performance history tracking. Bacharach allows
accurate measurements for long life performance and low cost of
ownership, as well as a pre-calibrated sensor program, providing a
measurable difference while protecting lives and the environment.

Refrigerant Gas Monitoring & Leak Detection
Bacharach continues to exceed customer expectations, as well as industry
standards, in product innovation, quality, value and delivery. Offering fixed
and portable products for refrigerant monitoring and leak detection,
point detectors and sampling systems, Bacharach products offer superior
performance, flexibility and functionality. Able to detect very low levels
for continuous monitoring of a variety of gases, Bacharach instruments
integrate data into refrigerant management systems or operate stand alone
systems. They feature the ability to activate alarms providing fail-safe alert
for rapid response in the most varied and temperature extreme environments.

Bacharach products provide durability, accuracy and
reliability to meet customer needs and budgets.
To find out more about
Bacharach, visit our website,
give us a call or scan here.

CONTACT US:

US: +1 724-334-5000
EU: +353 1-284-6388
help@mybacharach.com
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